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Figure 1: (Left) A tracking scene showing a path of historical target locations. (Right) A tracking scene showing a target asset that
has been successfully located. The screenshots have been taken using the AR-IPS demonstrator application described in the paper.

A BSTRACT
Indoor asset tracking is an essential task in many areas of industry
such as shipping and warehousing. Widely-used asset tracking technologies typically require supporting infrastructure (signal transponders) to communicate with active tags on the assets. Continuous
asset tracking in large indoor spaces like warehouses can be costly,
and reliable reference points are needed to calculate asset positions
accurately. In this paper, we describe an indoor asset tracking technique for augmented reality (AR) that combines the use of (passive)
fiducial markers together with flexible spatial anchors. Our approach,
called SABIAT, continuously tracks the approximate location of an
asset using spatial anchors and, when needed, the precise location of
that asset using fiducial markers. We have applied our SABIAT technique to build a demonstrator system, AR-IPS, to show how assets
can be tracked and located inside of a large, multi-level building.
Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Mixed / augmented
reality; Information systems—Location based services
1

I NTRODUCTION

Indoor positioning (or tracking) systems (IPS) have been a longterm research topic of considerable industry interest. An IPS is a
system that continuously tracks the location of an indoor target such
as a human or physical asset [9]. IPS systems use a broad range
of tracking technologies [9], such as Wi-Fi, RFID, Low-Energy
Bluetooth (BLE), Ultra-Wideband (UWB), ultrasound and cameras.
All these technologies require specific types of receivers and fixed
infrastructure (such as Wi-Fi access points). It can be challenging
to build this infrastructure to manage a large number of trackable
assets and to modifiy this infrastructure if the tracking requirements
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change. An additional issue is that IPS systems are often unable to
provide accurate 3D spatial locations when tracked objects need to
be located very close to one another.
Head-mounted Augmented Reality provides a potential solution
to these problems. There are now a number of AR head-mounted
displays (HMDs) on the market with different designs and specifications, such as the Microsoft HoloLens 2 [16] and Magic Leap
1 [14]. Previous work has shown that IPS systems using AR devices such as these have the potential to locate and track users and
assets in an indoor environment [3, 10]. However, these systems
were either not able to track an object on a continuous basis [10] or
they were difficult to implement without advanced computer vision
knowledge [3].
In this paper, we describe a new “Spatial-Anchor-Based Indoor
Asset Tracking” (SABIAT) technique, and software plugin, that can
be used in AR headsets. SABIAT tracks target objects continuously
while they are moved (carried, pulled or pushed) by a user wearing an
HMD. SABIAT does not require any additional tracking accessories
or hardware apart from the computer vision systems that are typical
for HMDs (e.g. a Microsoft HoloLens) and recent mobile devices
(e.g. ARKit/ARCore-enabled devices). Using SABIAT we have
built a demonstration application that allows assets to be tracked and
precisely located inside a large, multi-level building.
The following section reviews related work and provides a motivation for SABIAT. SABIAT itself is described in Section 3 and the
demonstrator application, AR-IPS, is described in Section 4. The
paper concludes with Section 5.
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2.1

R ELATED W ORK
Indoor Positioning Systems

Indoor positing systems (IPS) allow an asset to be localised in an
indoor environment via one or more location techniques. Popular technologies include Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, RFID, UWB,
visible light, acoustic signal and ultrasound [30]. Using these signals, commonly-used positioning techniques include triangulation,
fingerprinting, proximity and vision analysis [9]. These tracking
approaches have been proven to work reasonably well within their

technological limitations. For example, combining Wi-Fi, IMU and
floor information, a smartphone can be used to continuously track
a user’s indoor position [2] and vision-based localisation systems
allow users to locate themselves using captured image frames [6].
There are a large number of commercially-available tracking products, where the tracking targets are often designed in the shape of a
small tag or thin card [4, 21]. Detailed surveys of IPS can be found
in [5, 9, 27, 30].
2.2

Spatial Anchors

A spatial anchor (or world anchor) is a fixed coordinate system that
can be generated by an AR application and tracked by an operating
system [18]. Anchors are conventionally used in HoloLens applications to stabilise or persist holograms in the physical space or onto
a dedicated surface [12, 13, 19, 24]. Spatial anchors are a critical
part of shared AR experiences, where anchors are shared across
multiple devices [18, 22]. With recent developments in the ARCore
and ARKit software frameworks, anchors are now shareable across
different platforms, such as smartphones and tablets. There are also
commercially available services, such as Azure Spatial Anchors [15],
which provides users with cloud-based anchor management services.
Spatial anchors rely on the accurate localisation of the device,
which is primarily achieved through camera-based tracking (with
possible assistance from Wi-Fi access points and Bluetooth beacons). For example, the HoloLens 2 implements its visual-inertial
SLAM and spatial mapping using data from visible light and depth
cameras [23]. Its spatial mapping suffers when the physical environment is poorly illuminated or highly dynamic, such as a space with
frequently changing layouts or moving crowds of people. In such
situations, the device may not be able to recognise a spatial anchor,
causing holograms to “drift” from their original locations.
2.3

Spatial-Anchor-Based Indoor Positioning

In traditional IPS systems that use transponder signals to track assets,
one key requirement is the availability of uninterrupted signal broadcasters to act as reference points. Typically, the performance of an
IPS can be improved by installing more reference points, although
this comes with additional costs.
In AR, spatial anchors can also be used as reference points. When
a user wearing an HMD moves through space, his or her position
can be determined with respect to a nearby spatial anchor. An asset
carried by the user can also be located accurately and distinguished
from other similar assets if the assets have been tagged with fiducial
markers. This was demonstrated by He et al. who built an AR application to locate the positions of plant trays in an indoor greenhouse
using spatial anchors [10]. Even though their system did not track
moving assets continuously, the assets’ original and final locations
could be determined accurately by observing the fiducial markers
on those assets and locating those markers with respect to a nearby
spatial anchor.
The two observations that spatial anchors can be used for both (i)
the accurate and continuous tracking of users and (ii) the accurate
positioning of assets motivate the SABIAT technique discussed in
the next section.
3

SABIAT

In this section, we describe a hybrid technique, and software plugin,
for the tracking and positioning of assets in indoor environments that
we call SABIAT (for Spatial Anchor-Based Indoor Asset Tracking).
SABIAT implements a hybrid tracking approach that combines spatial anchors and fiducial markers to provide both precise and approximate 3D locations of the target object. SABIAT has been written as
a plug-in for AR applications to provide location based services.

3.1

Fiducial Markers for Precise Positioning of Assets

Fiducial markers are patterns that can be detected by computer vision
algorithms. In an AR application, they allow an accurate calculation
of the camera-object pose relative to a marker at a high frame rate,
allowing holograms to be registered onto that marker [8,28]. Fiducial
markers can be located with high precision in a 3D scene that is
understood by the AR system (such as a scene that has been mapped
with spatial anchors). Some well-known fiducial marker systems
include ARToolKit [11] and ARTag [7, 8]. Software libraries such as
Vuforia [26] and OpenCV [1] allow any pattern that contains enough
feature points to be used as a marker.
From an AR application perspective, a hologram attached to a
fiducial marker is represented as a GameObject (Unity) or Actor
(Unreal). An identifiable spatial anchor is also treated as a GameObject/Actor. This allows the application to continuously calculate and
record the relative position between the anchor and a target hologram. When locating a previously tracked asset, the historic position
data (and associated anchors) for that object will be retrieved from a
server and de-serialised as GameObjects/Actors. Any holograms can
then be positioned accurately (from the user’s perspective) relative
to the printed markers.
If the location data is stored locally in an AR headset, then users
can locate their assets (tagged with fiducial markers) after a restart
of the system. Markers can also be located by other AR devices if
the location data (including spatial anchors and relative positions)
are shared via a server. This approach works with any device that
has a spatial mapping capability (e.g. HoloLens, smartphones and
tablets with LiDAR cameras), which are necessary for recovering
previously generated anchors (see Sect. 2.2). More details on shared
AR experiences can be found in [17, 18, 22].
3.2

Head tracking for Approximate Tracking of Assets

In theory, assets that have been tagged with fiducial markers can
not only be positioned accurately but they can also be continuously
tracked if there is a sufficient number of spatial anchors. However,
such a tracking approach requires that a fiducial marker be kept
within the view of an AR camera to generate updated locations and
orientations. Such a tracking approach is impractical and unsafe.
For example, it would mean that users wearing HMDs would not
be able take their eyes away from the tracked asset and this could
easily cause people to trip over or bump into obstacles. It is therefore
necessary to have a supporting mechanism to continuously estimate
the movement of an asset even when the marker is out of the user’s
field-of-view.
Our solution to this problem in SABIAT is to continuously track
the accurate location of the AR headset while the wearer is moving the target, and to use this information to update the (approximate) position of the target. Similarly to fiducial markers, the user
is represented as a special GameObject in Unity called the Main
Camera. SABIAT calculates and records the user’s absolute orientation/direction and relative location to the nearest spatial anchor.
The precise location of the user serves as an approximate location of
the asset. While the asset is moving, whenever the marker appears
in the user’s field of view, as sometimes happens when carrying
a marked object, SABIAT corrects its estimated position with the
precise location of the marker. In SABIAT, the locations of the user
and the marker are recorded separately at a high frequency.
SABIAT requires a grid of spatial anchors to accurately calculate
the locations of the user and the AR device. According to [18], each
anchor can provide coverage for a sphere with a 3-metre radius or a
coverage of 28m2 mapped onto the floor. The minimal number of anchors can thus be calculated from the floor area. Additional anchors
are also required for each partitioned area (e.g. a room). For example, 70 anchors may be sufficient for an empty 2000m2 warehouse,
while 140 anchors may not be sufficient if the same warehouse is
divided into multiple zones by tall shelves. A specialised anchor

placement strategy may be required for complex environments [29].
Our SABIAT software plugin creates a positioning environment
for AR applications by combining timestamps, proximity and precise asset locations. Because typical scanning sensors (e.g. depth
cameras) are less reliable in outdoor environments, SABIAT has
been designed for indoor use at this stage.
4

A D EMONSTRATOR A PPLICATION - AR-IPS

As a demonstration of SABIAT, we have created an application
called AR-IPS (Augmented Reality-based Indoor Positioning System). AR-IPS augments SABIAT with a dedicated LAN server, to
manage location information and synchronise spatial anchors, and
with tools to allow users to locate spatial anchors and to query the
paths of tracked assets. Key software development kits and packages
used for AR-IPS include Unity, the Mixed Reality Toolkit (MRTK
V2.3.0), and Vuforia. AR-IPS has been built for the Microsoft
HoloLens (both HoloLens 1 and HoloLens 2). All screenshots of
AR-IPS in this paper were captured using a HoloLens 2.
4.1

Authoring Mode

Authoring mode allows an admin user to create and interactivelylocate spatial anchors in the physical space. A control panel shows
the current number of anchors in the space and contains buttons
to manage the space (see Fig. 3). The “Create An Anchor” button
will instantiate a hologram that appears as an orange cube that
can be placed at an appropriate location by the user using far/near
interaction (see the MRTK documentation for more details [20]).
AR-IPS automatically attaches a world anchor component to that
cube, which fixes the anchor to that location in the 3D world as
understood by the SLAM algorithm of the HoloLens.

Implementation

AR-IPS has three modes: tracking, authoring, and querying. On
initialisation, the system loads the configuration of previously-placed
spatial anchors from a LAN server and enters the tracking mode
if anchors are found. If no anchors are found, the system enters
authoring mode, which allows an administrator to configure the
physical space with spatial anchors. The query mode allows a user
to precisely locate a target object by creating a virtual path using its
most recent historical locations.
4.1.1

4.1.2

Tracking Mode

As discussed, tracking uses both fiducial markers and spatial anchors. To get accurate locations, AR-IPS uses the Vuforia Engine
(v9.28), which recognises and tracks the fiducial markers as Image
Targets [25]. The markers used in AR-IPS were customised Quick
Response (QR) codes. Fig. 2 shows a situation where a fiducial
marker is recognised by the Vuforia Engine as having a precise
position relative to the “Engineering Mechanics” spatial anchor. In
AR-IPS, we used two virtual buttons to manually control the tracking
of this specific object. After the user clicks (or speaks) “start”, the
application starts tracking the location of the asset by sending packets of information (“location records” specifying the asset descriptor
and its location) to the server at a fixed update frequency (3Hz for
standard operation). The user can then move the asset around until
he or she puts it down. The user needs to click the “putting down”
button to instruct AR-IPS to record the final location of the asset and
to stop tracking.

Figure 3: A first-person view of the authoring mode. A authoring
panel that contains buttons and two indicators (green squares) allows
the user to manage the space. The blue transparent spheres in the
background represent the coverage of a spatial anchor.

To prevent redundant anchors from being generated, an anchor
can only be placed if no other anchor is within a 3m radius of the
user. This is indicated by a green indicator next to the “Create
An Anchor” button. Once an anchor is placed in the space, its
approximate coverage (a sphere of radius 3m) is visualised to help
the user check whether the spatial anchors fully cover the indoor
space. Each anchor has a unique ID and an optional location name.
To finish authoring the space, the user needs to synchronise the
local anchor data with the anchor server using the “Synchronise
Anchors” button. AR-IPS will export and upload all spatial anchors
in a batch transaction. An indicator next to this option changes
from yellow to green (not shown in the figure) if the synchronisation
process is successful, otherwise it shows as red indicating a failure.
4.1.3

Querying Mode

AR-IPS retrieves location records of tracked assets from a (MySQL)
database on the server. These records are encoded in JSON format.
In Unity, JsonUtility was used to de-serialise location records and to
then spawn a set of GameObjects corresponding to the recorded locations. AR-IPS comes with an optional algorithm to pre-processes
the location records so that they appear as a continuous path from
the initial to the final asset locations.
4.1.4

Figure 2: Two buttons and a UI panel are registered on to the fiducial
marker when recognised by the Vuforia Engine.

Local Anchor Server

AR-IPS uses a dedicated LAN “anchor server” with a custom Python
app running on CentOS7 to manage the large amount of spatial
anchor data generated by the system. Spatial anchors and location
records are handled by Python scripts deployed on the LAN server.
Anchor data is stored as a binary file, while location records (JSON
payloads) are stored in a MySQL database. The anchor server uses
HTTP to handle the transfer of spatial anchor data, and raw TCP
sockets to handle location records. Multiple HoloLenses can be
connected to the LAN server via a consumer-level wireless router.

4.3 System Latencies
Without a careful implementation of AR-IPS the latency in accessing
the spacial anchor and asset path data can be significant, leading to
a frustrating user experience.
Data transferred vs number of world anchors

were then cleared for the next round (with 5 rounds for each configuration). The results in Fig. 4 show a clear linear relationship between
the quantity of data transferred and the number of anchors. For the
largest configuration, AR-IPS generated approximately 251MB of
data for 50 anchors (n = 5, σ = 20.3). The corresponding latencies
are considerable: We found that initialising a system of 50 anchors
took 200-250 seconds using ASA over repeated evaluations. By
contrast, this initial download took only 15-30 seconds using our
dedicated server.
In the querying mode, time cost of de-serialising and rendering
the tracked asset paths (querying time) mean that there is a trade-off
between the querying time and the distance between the rendered
path cylinders (the inter-cylinder distance). Fig. 5 shows some
measurements of the relationship between the querying time and
the inter-cylinder distance. Low inter-cylinder distances give rise to
paths that appear very smooth in space, but have a longer querying
time due to the significantly increased number of cylinders. In
contrast, high inter-cylinder distances make the paths appear too
shattered to follow. We found that AR-IPS offers an acceptable
querying time (n = 5, µ = 2.8, σ = 0.5), a smooth path, and a stable
frame rate of 60 FPS [19], when the inter-cylinder distance is set to
be 0.5m. As a result, a default tracking frequency of 3Hz was chosen
for AR-IPS to ensure sufficient tracking records (cylinders) with an
assumption that users have a constant walking speed of 1.4m/s. The
generated paths shown in Fig. 1 correspond to this frequency.
Querying time vs inter−cylinder distance
shaded area indicates 0.95 confidence interval, x−axis is log scale
20

querying time (s)

4.2 Demonstration
To verify the capabilities of AR-IPS to track and locate a physical
asset, we conducted a series of trials inside a large 3-level building.
An anchor server (Sect. 4.1.4) was set up on a laptop and connected
to a private network. A Microsoft HoloLens 2 with pre-installed
AR-IPS was also connected to the same private network. We then
configured the building using the authoring tool (Sect. 4.1.2), which
generated and synchronised 43 spatial anchors. In the tracking
mode (Sect. 4.1.1), one user tracked multiple objects with various
movement paths. After this, a different user was asked locate the
object using the querying tool (Sect. 4.1.3).
One of these trials is shown in Fig. 1. The path on the left hand
side of Fig. 1 shows the trace of the target object—in this case,
a book. The smaller yellow cylinders represent the approximate
locations determined by the movement of the headset; the larger
green cylinders verify that the asset has been observed and thus
confirm its precise location. Note that these green cylinders have
been moved so that they form a smooth path with the adjoining
orange cylinders. Even though their positioning is not precise, they
do contain the precise location of the asset which is available for
download by querying a green cylinder. Each cylinder also carries
tracking metadata (e.g. a timestamp), which will be available when
examined by the user (using eye-tracking on a HoloLens 2). A
smooth path connecting all the cylinders leads the user to the lastseen location of the target object (pointed to by a green arrow on the
right hand side of Fig. 1). Logs of the trials showed that the location
of the user (and assets) were tracked continuously throughout this
3-level indoor environment.
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Figure 4: Measured relationship between the number of spatial anchors and the amount of data transmitted across the network.

A possible way to implement an application like AR-IPS would
be to use a commercial system such as Microsoft Azure Spatial
Anchors (ASA). Indeed, ASA was initially used for AR-IPS, but we
found that it had an unacceptable latency when synchronising spatial anchors (possibly due the slow connection speeds to the remote
servers from the part of the world in which this work was conducted).
This is shown in Fig. 4 which shows the results of a set of performance trials inside of a 3-level office building. In these experiments,
one of the authors first scanned the building wearing a HoloLens 2,
and a set of anchors (corresponding to configurations of 1, 10, 20,
30, 40 and 50 anchors) was randomly placed in authoring mode. The
quantity of transmitted anchor data was recorded and all anchors

5 C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper has described a hybrid asset tracking/positioning technique and software plugin, SABIAT, for use by augmented reality
applications. A demonstrator application, AR-IPS, showed that
SABIAT can be implemented to run efficiently using a HoloLens
2 in large spaces using a large number of spatial anchors provided
that the spatial anchors are managed using a dedicated LAN server.
The use of a large grid of spatial anchors has been possible even
though this is discouraged by the official Microsoft documentation
[18]. Our SABIAT plugin can be used for a range of applications
and it can be bundled in with the authoring and querying tools that
we have demonstrated in AR-IPS.
One avenue for future work is improving the robustness of our
approach with algorithms to recover lost anchors when inaccurate
or noisy spatial locations (e.g. due to poor lighting conditions)
are encountered. We are also interested in tracking precise asset
locations without having markers, perhaps using a lightweight deeplearning model that can be trained within an AR application to detect
target objects in real-time. Including automatic anchor generation in
our authoring mode is another interesting avenue of work to explore
in the future.
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